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A new pilot program is in place at United States’ borders that some say 
could have major privacy implications for immigrants and U.S. citizens.[1] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn1) In January, the federal government began 
collecting DNA samples from some migrants in the custody of the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS).[2] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn2) Until now, persons detained at the border were 
only subjected to fingerprinting.[3] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-
45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn3) The new program authorizes U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agents to collect DNA from anyone 
in their custody – including immigrants as well as U.S. citizens.[4] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn4) The samples will then be sent to the FBI’s 
Combined DNA Index System, a database used to compare DNA profiles 
to forensic evidence found at crime scenes.[5] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn5) The Department of Justice (DOJ) says the DNA 
samples will be “essential to the detection and solution of crimes [aliens] 
may have committed or may commit in the United States.”[6] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn6)
The scope of the federal government’s DNA database has expanded over time.[7] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn7) The FBI formally organized the database in 1994.[8] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn8) Originally, Congress passed a law that allowed the collection of DNA from citizens arrested for or convicted with federal crimes 
and non-citizens detained by the U.S. government.[9] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn9) However, DHS, and 
therefore CBP, was exempt from the DNA collection.[10] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn10) In 2019, the DOJ 
proposed revoking the exception, and implemented the pilot program now in place at border checkpoints in Michigan and Texas.[11] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn11)
/
The use of DNA evidence to solve cold cases has been a hot topic in the headlines over the last few years[12] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-
8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn12) and has led to some fierce debate in the Supreme Court.[13] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn13) In 2013, a majority opinion gave law enforcement agents the green light to collect DNA from people who have only been 
arrested for a crime, Justice Scalia wrote a dissent in which he said that pre-conviction DNA swab tests were unconstitutional.[14] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn14) Scalia said the majority’s decision would have grave public policy 
implications and predicted that in the future “your DNA can be taken and entered into a national DNA database if you are ever arrested, rightly or wrongly, 
and for whatever reason.”[15] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn15)
Some critics of the new policy are leaning on Justice Scalia’s dissent in attacking the pilot program.[16] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-
D96A1869359D#_edn16) One writer for the New York Times sees the change as another step in the gradual erosion of privacy by the government.[17] 
(applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn17) However, DHS says that the DNA samples are only meant to further criminal 
investigations and address public safety concerns.
Lawmakers in Texas and Michigan have already reached out to DHS, voicing concerns about privacy violations.[18] (applewebdata://6C5D7E44-7892-
45B1-8C17-D96A1869359D#_edn18) But DHS says that the pilot program is completely within the department’s legal authority.  
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